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The story of energy begins with water. Today water and energy are interconnected â€” for better or worse. Running out of water in one
place can cause an energy shortage in another, but the reverse is also true. Saving water saves energy and vice versa. How can we
make energy â€œless thirstyâ€ and water less energy-intensive?Â The miracles of energy enable a stable supply in our global food
system. But when food goes from farm to table to landfill, that embedded energy is wasted. How do we harness energy to feed our
growing population without the downsides of industrialization? FOOD traces a centuries-long journey across Europe, Asia, and the
United States to show us the energy it takes to bring us our food. More >. Transportation. Her latest book, Power Trip, is a highadventure romp through America's energy crisis, combining gonzo investigation with serious analysis of the history and future of energy.
Amanda Little choppers out to a Gulf of Mexico oil rig to explore the latest extreme-drilling technology; crawls down a New York City
manhole to examine the guts of the grid; joins T. Boone Pickens on his private jet for a tour of his wind-farm fantasy; talks fuel logistics
with top brass in the catacombs of the Pentagon; and shares a. play-by-play of a silicone breast implant (it is petroleum derived, after
all).Â This provocative story about America's love affair with energy is a must-read for everyone.â€ * What is iRead anyway? â€œPower
Trip takes a most timely and complicated issue and weaves a fast, fun, and gripping storyâ€•one thatâ€™s both candid and unflinching
in its approach. Amanda represents the best of a new young perspective, a new voice of green.â€ (Robert Redford). â€œLively,
engaging and most thought-provoking. . . .Â Little talks to the key players across America, digs into the reasons we have so many
problems, and finds hope for a better world ahead.â€ (Congressman Jim Cooper, Nashville, TN). â€œCombine the historical intrigue of
Jared Diamond, the journalistic flare of Tom Wolfe, and the passionate advocacy of Rachel Carson-and you get Power Trip. Amanda
Littleâ€™s multifaceted approach makes this the one book about our energy past and future that everyone should read and all will
enjoy.â€ Power Trip is available to watch on just about every streaming platform. But we've also broadcast nationwide on PBS. We just
got some numbers in on PBS from our wonderful station relations manager. Power Trip: the Story of Energy has really surpassed
expectations. We've had four thousand airdates across 96.3% of the US, including all of the Top 10 markets. 255,930,035 potential
viewers and 499 stations.
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Power Trip is available to watch on just about every streaming platform. But we've also broadcast nationwide on PBS. We just got some
numbers in on PBS from our wonderful station relations manager. Power Trip: the Story of Energy has really surpassed expectations.
We've had four thousand airdates across 96.3% of the US, including all of the Top 10 markets. 255,930,035 potential viewers and 499
stations. After covering the environment and energy beat for more than a decade, columnist Amanda Little decided that the only way to
fully understand America's energy crisis was to travel into the heart of it. So she embarked on a daring, cross-country power trip to the
most extreme and exciting frontiers of our energy landscape.In Power Trip, we accompany her to a deep-sea oil rig, the cornfields of
Kansas, the catacombs of the Pentagon, the Talladega Superspeedway, and inside New York City's electrical. The story of energy
begins with water. Today water and energy are interconnected â€” for better or worse. Running out of water in one place can cause an
energy shortage in another, but the reverse is also true. Saving water saves energy and vice versa. How can we make energy â€œless
thirstyâ€ and water less energy-intensive?Â The miracles of energy enable a stable supply in our global food system. But when food
goes from farm to table to landfill, that embedded energy is wasted. How do we harness energy to feed our growing population without
the downsides of industrialization? FOOD traces a centuries-long journey across Europe, Asia, and the United States to show us the
energy it takes to bring us our food. More >. Transportation. Power Trip is an adventurous, wonk-free, big-picture, solutions-oriented
narrative by leading young journalist Amanda Little that maps out the history and future of Americaâ€™s energy addiction. Infused with
next-generation candor and optimism, Power Trip examines the ways in which oil and coal have shaped America as an international
superpowerâ€”even as they posed political and environmental dangers to the nation and the world. Hard-hitting yet optimistic, Power
Trip is a manifesto for the younger generations who are inheriting the earth. Read More. Social Science. â€œPower Trip takes a most
timely and complicated issue and weaves a fast, fun, and gripping storyâ€•one thatâ€™s both candid and unflinching in its approach.
Amanda represents the best of a new young perspective, a new voice of green.â€ (Robert Redford).Â Little talks to the key players
across America, digs into the reasons we have so many problems, and finds hope for a better world ahead.â€ (Congressman Jim
Cooper, Nashville, TN). â€œCombine the historical intrigue of Jared Diamond, the journalistic flare of Tom Wolfe, and the passionate
advocacy of Rachel Carson-and you get Power Trip. Amanda Littleâ€™s multifaceted approach makes this the one book about our
energy past and future that everyone should read and all will enjoy.â€

